**Printing**

Students are provided with printing in many of the computer labs on campus. Please read the information about the [PrintLess@Furman](mailto:PrintLess@Furman) program to find out more about printing in the labs.

Students can send a document no larger than 10mb to [stuprint@furman.edu](mailto:stuprint@furman.edu) and release from most every copier in the academic buildings.

Fac/Staff can send a document no larger than 10mb to [deptprint@furman.edu](mailto:deptprint@furman.edu) and release from most every copier in the academic buildings.

All Furman departments are provided with a multifunction device for printing, copying and sometimes faxing. Many of these devices have color capabilities though it is not always enabled. More information about the printing program for faculty and staff can be found at on page for [Multifunction Devices](mailto:Multifunction Devices).